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britpave news
The Concrete Society
Awards Dinner
Ian Cox of The Concrete Centre
presents the sustainability award to
James Charlesworth and David Jones.

Sustainable
Construction –
task group launched
BCA and The Concrete Centre have continued
to make progress with their sector sustainability
strategy by setting clear objectives for the cement
industry and promoting the use of concrete
as a sustainable material. The Quarry Products
Association has launched its own sustainable
development strategy for aggregate producers
and in December British Precast reported
progress during the first year of its four-year plan
to develop and deliver greater sustainability in the
production and use of precast concrete products.
In response to these developments, at
the annual seminar in September, Britpave
announced the launch of the Sustainable
Construction Task Group, to replace the
old Environment Task Group and expand
its coverage beyond the ‘green’. Progress
has been made in defining a remit for the
group and establishing a core team to
manage its launch.
The Sustainable Construction Task Group will:
s )DENTIFY THE SUSTAINABILITY ASPIRATIONS AND
targets of major clients for slip-formed
concrete and ground remediation.
s 7ORK WITH OTHER 4ASK 'ROUPS TO PROMOTE
the ways that cement and concrete
solutions can help achieve them.
s -ONITOR "RITPAVE PUBLICATIONS AND HELP
address sustainability issues within them.
s "Y LIAISING WITH 4## AND 10! KEEP
Britpave members abreast of initiatives
elsewhere within the cement and
concrete sector.
s 7HERE IMPORTANT GAPS IN OUR KNOWLEDGE
are identified the Group will apply
for funding and manage the research
necessary to fill them.
Membership is open to all in Britpave and
you are encouraged to contact Task Group
chairman Tony Parry at
tony.parry@nottingham.ac.uk for details.

step barrier wins sustainability award
The new concrete step barrier, (CSB) promoted
by Britpave won the inaugural Concrete Centre
Sustainability Award. Held in association
with The Concrete Society, the Award was
for projects that achieved a balance between
environmental, social and economic impacts.
This achievement is often complicated by the
conflicting nature of these impacts but judges
felt that this had been clearly met by the
concrete barrier.
Concrete step barrier is a zero-maintenance
safety system that will save hundreds of lives as it

is rolled out across the motorway network. And
that includes the lives of barrier maintenance
workers who are currently needlessly put at risk
repairing steel barrier systems. Journey reliability
will be radically increased and the environment
will benefit from the use of lean construction
techniques and materials that are 100%
RECYCLABLE )T ALSO REDUCES THE VEHICLE EMISSIONS
associated with the congestion caused by repair
and maintenance works to steel safety barrier
SYSTEMS )N SUMMARY CONCRETE STEP BARRIER IS A
truly holistic sustainable solution that encompasses
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC FACETS

The HA decision to introduce CSB will
prevent potentially fatal situations such as
this on the M1 where a team of barrier
repair workers is unprotected from fast
lane traffic. This type of steel barrier repair
situation is repeated over 3000 times per
year across the motorway network in
England, resulting in around 12 unnecessary
and potentially preventable deaths.
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blackpool

Our most successful seminar ever

Our most successful Conference got off to a
good start in September with an early evening
step barrier presentation. This popular addition
to the seminar programme was chaired by
David Jones and featured Richard Sturt (Arup)
on the interpretation of potential for injury
from barrier crash test results and John Salter
(Arup) who spoke about the behaviour of
steel step barrier on bridges. Britpave’s James
Charlesworth (Extrudakerb) concluded the
presentation with general construction details
and a report on a live project.
$INNER ON THE -ONDAY EVENING PROVED TO BE
a first class networking opportunity. Following
a delicious meal we were entertained in true
"LACKPOOL STYLE BY 0HIL 7ALKER .ORTH 7EST
Comedian of the Year 2002/03. The Britpave Golf
Cup was presented to Jim Troy who represented
the Tarmac team.

Peter Anderson, Balfour Beatty Ltd

Luc Rens, Febelcem

Josef Richter, Skanska (CZ)

Pieter de Winne, Ministry of the Flemish
Community, Roads & Trafﬁc

After a welcome from Chairman David Gillham
ON THE FOLLOWING DAY DELEGATES WATCHED A FILM
on safety produced by EuroRAP. Professor Robert
!RMITAGE 3COTT 7ILSON AND "ILL -OSS !TKINS
'LOBAL GAVE PRESENTATIONS ON MOTORWAY WIDENING
FOLLOWED BY 0ETER !NDERSON "ALFOUR "EATTY AND
*OHN 0ITKETHLY 730 WHO SHARED THEIR EXPERIENCES
OF WIDENING %UROPES BUSIEST MOTORWAY THE -
AT *UNCTIONS  TO 
During the day there were several opportunities
FOR DELEGATES TO VISIT THE EXHIBITION WHERE THE STANDS
were of a high standard. After the coffee break
OUR %UROPEAN COLLEAGUES ,UC 2ENS &ABELCEM AND
0IETER DE 7INNE 2OADS  4RAFFIC !DMINISTRATION %AST
&LANDERS GAVE AN ACCOUNT OF THE "ELGIAN EXPERIENCE
WITH OVERLAYS AND INLAYS AND *OSEF 2ICHTER 3KANSKA
spoke on high output concrete paving of a new
motorway in the Czech Republic.
The afternoon started with a presentation on
airfield pavement construction by Jim Lafrenz
$IRECTOR OF !IRPORTS !MERICAN #ONCRETE
0AVEMENT !SSOCIATION  4HIS WAS FOLLOWED BY
John Donegan’s highlights of Britpave Task
Group activities and Hedley Greaves (British Lime
!SSOCIATION ON SOIL STABILISATION &ERRY 3MITS $UTCH
#ONCRETE 0AVING 3OCIETY ENLIGHTENED DELEGATES
on Dutch developments on the guided bus
system in Eindhoven. The afternoon ended with
A PRESENTATION OF THE NEW "RITPAVE PUBLICATION
Concrete hardstanding: design handbook by its
AUTHOR !LEX ,AKE "URKS 'REEN 

britpave golf day

John Donegan, Adrian Erwee and
Andreas Moser

John Finch, Brian Swartzkopf,
Kent Godbersen and Gerry Brown

The Winning Teams
1st – John Wharton and
Rob Cundy (Tarmac)
2nd – Tony O’Neil and
Paul Broadhead (Tarmac)

The winning teams
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guided buses
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Cambridge guided busway gets go-ahead
Leeds shows the way

Cambridge guided busway gets go-ahead
Following the Transport Secretary’s planning
go-ahead for the Cambridge guided busway,
the County Council is pushing for a quick
decision on funding for its £86M scheme.
Britpave members Balfour Beatty are among
those shortlisted for the design and build
contract, for which the county hopes to
complete advance procurement by the end of
February.
)N GIVING APPROVAL !LISTAIR $ARLING ENDORSED HIS
inspector’s verdict after a nine-month enquiry that
the busway could increase public transport use by
24% in the A14 corridor by 2016. Almost 30%
OF PASSENGERS ARE EXPECTED TO SWITCH FROM CARS
relieving the already severely congested main road.

The Transport Secretary made the point that new
proposals to improve the A14 near Cambridge did
NOT WEAKEN THE CASE FOR THE BUSWAY FOR WHICH
local bus operators are now being assessed.
2UNNING FROM 3T )VES TO 4RUMPINGTON ALONG 
KM OF SEGREGATED ROUTE THIS WILL BE THE WORLDS
LONGEST GUIDED BUSWAY RELEGATING THAT IN !DELAIDE
with its 12 km to second place. The inspector’s
REPORT CONCLUDED THAT WITHIN  YEARS OF OPENING
THE SCHEME COULD POTENTIALLY EXCEED THE COUNTYS
TARGET OF   PASSENGERS A DAY
The new route needs to be operational by the
time the initial phase of 6000 new houses planned
for a new development to the northwest of
Cambridge is due to be completed in 2008.

Step barrier featured at Civils Exhibition

Leeds shows the
way on guided buses
Bob Tebb of First Bus chaired the guided bus
seminar held in Leeds on 8 November 2005.
(ELD IN CONJUNCTION WITH 4HE #ONCRETE #ENTRE
the half-day seminar provided an insight into the
DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDED BUSWAYS IN THE 5+ )T
detailed progress on the Cambridgeshire Guided
"USWAY PROJECT AND GAVE THE RESULTS OF RECENT
studies into vehicle dynamics and construction
tolerances. The afternoon was devoted to a tour
of the Leeds guideway system hosted by Bob Tebb.

The Concrete Centre stand at Civils 2005 showcased several of Britpave’s activities,
including the step barrier and soil stabilisation

Highways Magazine Excellence Awards

Discussion following the seminar showed that
construction tolerances and build quality are still key
issues for delivery of a successful guided busway
project. Britpave’s Rail Task Group is continuing
work on the Guided Busway Construction
(ANDBOOK WHICH WILL BE PUBLISHED AS A
supplement to the Design Handbook later this year.
Further details on the presentations made
at the seminar can be obtained from The
#ONCRETE #ENTRE OR CONTACT
heather.ceney@arup.com

… but the light rail
gets a red light

Concrete Step Barrier was shortlisted in the
‘Innovative Road Safety Product of the Year’ category. Pictured left to right:
David Jones – Britpave; Steve Davies – Arup; Ian Reid – The Concrete Centre;
Adrian Erwee – Peter Cole Consultants; James Charlesworth – Extrudakerb; Tim Gibbs – Fitzpatrick

Plans for light rail development
seem to have hit a red light with
schemes in Hampshire and Liverpool
on hold because of rising costs.
Extensions to existing schemes also
look unlikely to get the go-ahead.
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czech road construction
In August a group of Britpave members visited the Czech
Republic hosted by Skanska (CZ) in conjunction with
Gomaco to view a major motorway paving contract on
the D11 motorway which is located 60 km east of Prague.
The concrete pavement is two-layer, jointed,
unreinforced with dowel bars placed midway
in the 300 mm slab. The lower concrete layer
is 230 mm deep, topped by the upper layer
of 70 mm. Maximum aggregate size in these
layers is 32 mm and 20 mm respectively.
The concrete was produced by a German BHS
twin-drum batcher rated at 200 m3 per hour.
A high level of productivity was maintained –
300 linear metres per day – through a Gomaco
 PAVER SET AT  M WIDE ESPECIALLY FOR THIS
contract.
)T FEATURES AUTOMATIC DOWEL INSERTION
and has a Leica wireless control system fitted.

The Britpave delegation was impressed by the
finish and smooth ride of the road surface.
The visitors had very productive discussions
with senior members of Skanska covering a
wide range of construction topics.
Finally the group enjoyed lunch at the
splendid Hotel Obora and a memorable
evening walking tour round the old city
of Prague.
"RITPAVE WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS SINCERE
THANKS TO -R *OSEF 2ICHTER 4ECHNICAL
$IRECTOR AND HIS TEAM AT 3KANSKA #: FOR
their most generous hospitality and for
making this visit possible.

The Gomaco 4000 paver at work
on the D11 motorway

upgrading port
hardstanding with rcc
Associated British Ports needed to upgrade part
of the hardstanding at the port of Immingham
that had failed. Rather than reconstruct the
area it was decided to repair and regulate it
with cement-bound material and then overlay
it with roller compacted concrete.

The programme had to suit the activities of a
BUSY PORT AND AS THE COMPANY WAS ALREADY ON SITE
LAYING #"- IT WAS POSSIBLE TO CHANGE PRODUCTION
TO 2## 5P TO  M WERE LAID EACH DAY
minimising the period of disruption to the port’s
activities.

4HE PAVEMENT LAID BY "RITPAVE MEMBER 2OLLER
#OMPACTED #ONCRETE #O CONSISTED OF A  MM
LAYER OF 2## ON A REGULATING LAYER OF #"- OF
VARYING THICKNESS 7ITH A COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF
 -0! AT  DAYS THE 2## WILL BE WELL ABLE TO
withstand the sort of heavy duty use anticipated.

Top quality limestone aggregate was brought
ONTO THE SITE BY TRAIN SO REDUCING LORRY MOVEMENT
in the area.

The new hardstanding at Immingham

For more information contact
jpd@rollercompactedconcrete.co.uk
Closeup of RCC surface

www.britpave.org.uk

the way ahead is concrete
the 10th international roads symposium | brussels | 18 – 22 september 2006

Febelcem, Cembureau and Piarc
invite you to take part in the 10th
Anniversary of the International
Symposium on Concrete Roads
where the dominant theme will
be the sharing of knowledge and
experience.

Themes of the symposium are:

A century of experience –

4OPICS INCLUDE BUSWAYS AND TRAMWAYS CYCLE
tracks and rural lanes.

The tradition of concrete roads is a reality
in Belgium and is still a source of inspiration
today. That is why two of the four days of the
symposium will be dedicated to technical visits to
road works and various projects. During the two
DAYS OF TECHNICAL SESSIONS THE DISSEMINATION OF
knowledge will also take centre stage amid the
major chosen themes.

The way ahead is concrete –
#ONCRETE ROADS FIT PERFECTLY INTO THE CONTEXT OF
sustainable development environmentally as well
AS ECONOMICALLY "UILDING ON PAST EXPERIENCE AND
daring to look ahead to the future: this is the
challenge for all the participants in this symposium.

Concrete roads and
sustainable development
s #OST EFFECTIVE LONG LIFE PAVEMENTS
s -AINTENANCE AND REHABILITATION
s 3AFETY AND ENVIRONMENT

Urban pavements and rural roads

Special topics
4OPICS INCLUDE AIRPORT PAVEMENTS SMART ROADS
and industrial pavements.
Technical visits on alternate days will cover
a variety of projects in both rural and urban
ENVIRONMENTS n SOME WILL BE EXPERIMENTAL AND
some more than 30 years old.
For accompanying partners there are tourist visits
to all parts Belgium. The official language of the
SYMPOSIUM IS %NGLISH WHICH WILL ALSO BE USED ON
the technical visits.
For more information visit
www.concreteroads2006.org

britpave in Scotland
The Carlton Hotel, Edinburgh,
is the venue for Britpave’s first
Scottish event on 21 February. We
look forward to the opportunity
to introduce Britpave to Scotland
and raise awareness of the topics
promoted by Britpave, making sure
the content is relevant to what is
happening north of the border.

This event consists of a half-day Seminar ending
with a drinks reception at 6.00 pm.
Topics include:
s )NTRODUCTION TO "RITPAVE
s #ONCRETE IN THE 3COTTISH ROADS ENVIRONMENT
s #ONCRETE STEP BARRIER
s 'UIDED BUSWAYS
s #"- FOR 3COTLAND
s 0&! IN 3COTLAND n AN OVERVIEW OF NEW
opportunities
This important event is by invitation only. Those
wishing to attend should contact the Britpave
office on 01276 33160.
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SOIL STABILISATION  SLIPFORMING
stabilisation speeds the Baldock bypass

The zero landﬁll option
With stabilisation assuming greater
prominence, Britpave has launched a website
dedicated to the technique. Headlined as ‘the
zero landfill option’ the site takes visitors
through the technique and the benefits.
Benefits clearly flagged up include saving on
MONEY TIME ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT WASTE AND
LANDFILL TAX "RITPAVE MEMBERS USING THE TECHNIQUE
ARE LISTED ALONG WITH THEIR CONTACT DETAILS AND
relevant publications are available for download.
Visit www.britpave.org.uk or
www.soilstabilisation.org.uk

The picture shows a Wirtgen WR2500 operated by Britpave member, T E Beach, producing a
subbase for main contractors, Norwest Holst. The site included both clay and chalk, and the
mix of binders was adjusted to suit each ‘host’ material, working to a speciﬁcation drawn
up by Capita Symonds. If the bypass had been constructed in the conventional manner, the
importation of some 95,000 tonnes of subbase material would have been required.
For more information contact Alastair McDermid at alastair@amcd.fsbusiness.co.uk

Coming shortly…

Stabilisation case studies
A suite of soil stabilisation case studies is currently
being prepared and will be available soon.

slipforming raised access for train repairs
SIAC Construction were approached in
August 2005 by the main contractor (John
Sisk and Sons) about the prospect of
slipforming a load bearing plinth wall with
a shape that from all accounts had never
been produced before.
The structures are to provide raised access
for the easy repair to the underside of trains.
The reason for the shape is to ensure the
lighting and utilities required would not cause
OBSTRUCTIONS AND TO MAXIMISE THE WORKS AREA
Slipform works commenced on the
 /CTOBER  ONCE THE CONCRETE BASE AND
plinth reinforcement were placed by the main
contractor.
The first run’s line and level were taken off a
STRING LINE AS IN THE TRADITIONAL METHOD WHILE
straddling the reinforcement for the second
run. The second run was mirrored off the first
by running the sensors off it. The variance
achieved on the top of the wall was less than
¢  MM

The works were completed within the time
ALLOCATED EVEN THOUGH SOME FANTASTIC )RISH
WEATHER WAS ENCOUNTERED INCLUDING LOCAL
flooding.
For more information contact
Paul.Daniel@siac.ie
Location:

Kent Station,
Cork City, Cork,
Republic of Ireland

Client:

Irish Rail

Duration:

5 days

Scope of
works:

2 x 210 metres of
slipformed plinth wall

Equipment:

Wirtgen SP250

Concrete mix:

35N20 with fibre mesh

Slipforming the plinth wall at Kent Station

Nearing completion with the rails installed

www.britpave.org.uk

new from britpave
Concrete hardstanding:
design handbook
This 48-page handbook has been prepared for
DESIGNERS CONSTRUCTORS OWNERS AND OPERATORS
of concrete hardstandings that are subjected to
trafficking by heavy goods vehicles and forklift
TRUCKS )T EXPLAINS SOME OF THE SIMPLE STEPS THAT
can be taken to ensure that hardstandings perform
well over the long term. The design methodology
contained within the handbook incorporates the
latest foundation classes developed by Highways
Agency.
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Hardstanding publication reviewed
Planned visits for Britpave

Panel to review
Hardstanding
publication
A review panel is being set up to ensure
that the next reprint of the Concrete
Hardstanding Design Handbook
incorporates the very latest changes to
European standards.

Ref. BP/17, price £60.

Consideration will also be given to revising
and improving certain sections where there
has been significant comment from industry.

The immediate trafﬁcking of
cement bound materials

)T IS ANTICIPATED THAT THE PANEL WILL COMMENCE
its work soon with the aim of having the
revised version of the Handbook available
later in the year.

Reviews the results of a joint Highways Agency/
"RITPAVE PROJECT TO EXAMINE THE IMMEDIATE
trafficking of a range of cement bound materials.
4HE REPORT IDENTIFIES THOSE MIXTURES THAT CAN BE
trafficked early and those that require a curing
PERIOD )T ALSO GIVES SPECIFICATION GUIDANCE AND
recommendations for the immediate or early
TRAFFICKING OF #"- AND EXPLAINS WHY CERTAIN TYPES
will be placed on a similar footing to asphalt and
unbound materials.
Ref. BP/14, price £10.

Guided busway:
design handbook
These guidelines for the design of kerb-guided
busway infrastructure in the UK set out best
PRACTICE BASED ON RECENT EXPERIENCE $EVELOPED
for Britpave by Arup with assistance from Britpave
MEMBERS THIS  PAGE PUBLICATION COVERS RELEVANT
DESIGN STANDARDS AND GIVES EXAMPLES OF EXISTING
SCHEMES PROVIDING GUIDANCE FOR THE GEOMETRIC
DESIGN OF THE GUIDEWAY STOPS AND PEDESTRIAN
crossings. Other topics dealt with are loading to
THE GUIDEWAY AND STRUCTURES PAVEMENT DESIGN
and safety issues.
Ref. BP/10, price £60.

britpave plans
visits to…
Russia for paving
Gomaco is hoping to facilitate a visit to Russia in
June this year to see major airfield and road paving
ACTIVITY 7ATCH THE "RITPAVE WEBSITE FOR THE LATEST
information. www.britpave.org.uk

Rail in Spain
A visit to Spain to see Rheda 2000 slab track being
LAID IS PLANNED FOR -AY .EARER THE TIME WATCH
the website for the latest information or contact
heather.ceney@arup.com

diary dates
Britpave: A Perspective for Scotland
 &EBRUARY %DINBURGH

Britpave AGM
 *UNE ,ONDON

On-line motorway widening
with concrete
Produced to help with the implementation
of the Highways Agency motorway widening
PROGRAMME THESE TECHNICAL GUIDELINES EXPLAIN THE
benefits of using concrete materials as part of an
integrated design approach. Particular emphasis is
GIVEN TO THE PAVEMENT LAYERS WHERE NEW DESIGN
GUIDANCE CREATED THE OPPORTUNITY FOR MAXIMISING
whole-life value. The benefits of using concrete
to create truck lanes able to withstand heavy
TRAFFICKING ARE EXPLAINED
Ref. BP/21, price £10.

Britpave Conference 2006
   3EPTEMBER "UXTON SEE PAGE 

Concrete Roads Symposium
 n  3EPTEMBER "RUSSELS SEE PAGE 
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the last word…
2006 conference
MOVES TO "UXTON
This year’s Dinner and Seminar will be held in
the Peak District on 25 and 26 September at
the Palace Hotel, Buxton.
%ASILY ACCESSIBLE "UXTON IS SITUATED  MILES FROM
-ANCHESTER !IRPORT FOR DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
FLIGHTS "UXTON 3TATION IS JUST  YARDS FROM THIS
TOWN CENTRE HOTEL AND OFFERS LINKS TO -ANCHESTER
Piccadilly and Stockport on the direct line to Euston.
The keynote speaker from the USA is Robert
'ARBINI 0RESIDENT OF THE .ATIONAL 2EADY -IXED
Concrete Association. His topic will be P2P – an
initiative to move from Prescriptive to Performance.
Entertainer Tom Sutton has been booked for the
$INNER WHICH IS ALWAYS AN EXCELLENT NETWORKING
opportunity within the industry.
4HE "RITPAVE 'OLF $AY WILL BE HELD ON -ONDAY
 3EPTEMBER AT THE NEARBY #AVENDISH 'OLF #LUB
Visit the Britpave website for updated
INFORMATION www.britpave.org.uk

Fitzpatrick scores double
first at Lakenheath
Fitzpatrick are carrying out a 25,000 m2
concrete apron construction on behalf of
Graham Contractors Ltd at RAF Lakenheath in
Suffolk to a design by WSP. The apron services
a new cargo handling facility for C130 aircraft.
!N %LBA 7ERK %3- BATCHING AND MIXING
plant was established on the base by Fitzpatrick.
4HE CLIENT WANTED TO MAXIMISE RECYCLING OF
MATERIALS AND THE PRINCIPAL EXAMPLE WAS TO REUSE
as-dug sand arising from the pavement earthworks
as aggregate for a hydraulically bound material
("- 
This is believed to be the first airfield pavement
where the subbase has been designed and laid
TO "3 %.   4HE ("- HAD A  DAY
STRENGTH REQUIREMENT OF  .MM2 WHICH WAS
met without difficulty.

Britpave News is published regularly by Britpave
with the aim of keeping members up to date on
!SSOCIATION MATTERS INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS AND
member company news and views. Please help
keep us in the picture on all of this by sending us
any relevant information that you feel may be of
interest to the membership.

The sand grading was very fine and the prepared
formation proved to be highly susceptible to
RUTTING )N ORDER TO PREVENT THIS THE  MM
THICK ("- WAS PRODUCED IN TWO LAYERS THE FIRST
BEING SPREAD BY AN EXCAVATOR OPERATING FROM
AN UNPREPARED AREA WHICH WAS COMPACTED BY A
SELF PROPELLED ROLLER /N COMPLETION OF ROLLING THE
SECOND LAYER WAS LAID BY A 4ITAN  PAVER WHICH
provided full compaction for the completed layer.
The pavement quality concrete has a design
FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF  .MM2 and incorporates
 0&! IN THE MIX THE FIRST SUCH USE IN A
pavement built under the Defence Estates
3PECIFICATION  -OST OF THE PAVEMENT QUALITY
concrete has been slipformed in bays 6.3 metres
WIDE USING A 'OMACO  PAVER
For more information contact
tim.gibbs@fitzpatrick.co.uk

Britpave
2IVERSIDE (OUSE  -EADOWS "USINESS 0ARK
3TATION !PPROACH "LACKWATER #AMBERLEY
GU17 9AB
Tel:
01276 33160
E-mail: info@britpave.org.uk
7EB www.britpave.org.uk

